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Abstract
This paper introduces a new benchmark test dataset for multi-level complexity-controllable machine translation (MLCC-MT),
which is an MT that controls the output complexity at more than two levels. In previous studies, MLCC-MT models have been
evaluated on a test dataset automatically generated from the Newsela corpus, which is a document-level comparable corpus
with document-level complexity. There are three issues with the existing test dataset: first, a source language sentence and its
target language sentence are not necessarily an exact translation pair because they are automatically detected. Second, a target
language sentence and its simplified target language sentence are not always perfectly parallel since they are automatically
aligned. Third, a sentence-level complexity is not always appropriate because it is derived from an article-level complexity
associated with the Newsela corpus. Therefore, we created a benchmark test dataset for Japanese-to-English MLCC-MT from
the Newsela corpus by introducing an automatic filtering of data with inappropriate sentence-level complexity, manual check
for parallel target language sentences with different complexity levels, and manual translation. Furthermore, we implement
two MLCC-NMT frameworks with a Transformer architecture and report their performance on our test dataset as baselines for
future research. Our test dataset and codes are released.

Keywords: Machine Translation, Natural Language Generation, Corpus (Creation, Annotation, etc.)

1. Introduction

In recent years, neural machine translation (NMT),
which translates an input sentence (a source language
sentence) into a sentence in the target language (a target
language sentence) using neural networks, has become
increasingly developed and widespread to a wide range
of users. While conventional NMT uniformly gener-
ates a target language sentence for any user and any
situation, style-controllable NMT, which controls the
style of output rather than its content, has recently re-
ceived a lot of attention. Sennrich et al. (2016), for ex-
ample, proposed an NMT model that controls the po-
liteness of a target language sentence through the in-
corporation of special tokens representing politeness,
and Kuczmarski et al. (2018) proposed a method to
control the gender of pronouns in target language sen-
tences. Schioppa et al. (2021) proposed a method to
control multiple attributes of MT outputs. Furthermore,
complexity-controllable NMT (CC-NMT), which con-
trols the complexity of a target language sentence to
allow translation tailored to the user’s reading level,
has been attracting much attention. Most of the exist-
ing CC-NMT models control the complexity of a tar-
get language sentence at two levels (i.e., complex and
simple), which we refer to as two-level complexity-
controllable NMT (2LCC-NMT). In the previous re-
search, English-European language pairs have been
primarily focused on. For example, Marchisio et
al. (2019) have proposed a 2LCC-NMT model between
Spanish and English. Other than English-European

language pairs, Maruyama and Yamamoto (2018) and
Katsuta and Yamamoto (2018) have created and re-
leased simplified sentences of Japanese sentences in the
English-Japanese parallel corpus, which can be used as
a dataset for English-Japanese 2LCC-MT.
Recently, Agrawal and Carpuat (2019) have proposed
a multi-level complexity-controllable NMT (MLCC-
NMT) model , which controls the complexity of a tar-
get language sentence at three or more levels. Since it
is more flexible than 2LCC-NMT, MLCC-NMT is ex-
pected to be further developed and may be more suit-
able for applications, such as foreign language learn-
ing and cross-lingual document processing. However,
there are few resources available for training and evalu-
ating MLCC-MT models. Agrawal and Carpuat (2019)
have used the dataset automatically constructed from
the Newsela corpus,1 which contains news articles in
English and Spanish written at multiple complexity lev-
els, for training and evaluating their models by using
Spanish-to-English machine translation and automatic
sentence alignment in English.2

The automatically constructed dataset has the follow-
ing three problems: first, a source language sentence
and its target language sentence are not necessarily
an exact translation pair because sentence alignment

1https://newsela.com/data/
2Although the paper (Agrawal and Carpuat, 2019) does

not explicitly mention the test data, the automatically con-
structed data is considered to be used both for training and
testing.

https://newsela.com/data/
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Japanese Sentence Complexity English Sentence
今では、画期的な学術研究が彼女を 12 Now, landmark academic research appears to back her up.
裏付けているようです。 8 Now, important academic research appears to back her up.

4 Now, an important study appears to back her up.
公衆衛生についての入門書が必要だ。 12 A primer about public health is in order.

9 A short explanation about public health is in order.
6 A short explanation about public health is needed.

Table 1: Samples in Our Test Dataset for Japanese-to-English MLCC-MT

across languages is automatic. Second, since the sen-
tence alignment is automatic in the target language, a
target language sentence and its simplified target lan-
guage sentence are not always exactly parallel. Third,
a sentence-level complexity is not always appropriate
because it is transferred from an article-level complex-
ity attached to the Newsela corpus. In general, because
training data can contain some noise, such data could
be used as a training dataset. However, because a test
dataset should be able to precisely measure model per-
formance, the data with the aforementioned issues are
insufficient for a test dataset.
Therefore, in this study, we build a test dataset to
properly assess the performance of an MLCC-MT
model. In particular, our creation procedure manually
translates English sentences in the Newsela corpus to
achieve correct translation pairs. Furthermore, our pro-
cedure introduces an automatic filtering of data with
inappropriate sentence-level complexity and manual
check for parallel target language sentences with dif-
ferent complexity levels to obtain proper counterparts
written at multiple complexity levels. In this study,
we focus on the Japanese-English language pair as one
case of language pairs not included in the Newsela cor-
pus. As a result, we create a benchmark test dataset for
Japanese-to-English MLCC-NMT, consisting of 1,014
sets of a Japanese sentence and its English sentences
written at multiple complexity levels. Table 1 displays
samples in our test dataset.
Furthermore, this study implements two MLCC-NMT
frameworks, a pipeline framework and multi-task
framework, proposed by Agrawal and Carpuat (2019),
with a SOTA architecture (i.e., Transformer) and as-
sesses their performance on our test dataset. We release
our test dataset and the codes of the implemented mod-
els so that they can be used as a benchmark for future
research on MLCC-MT.3

2. Related Work
Section 2.1 describes the existing research on monolin-
gual text simplification. Section 2.2 overviews the ex-
isting studies on 2LCC-NMT. Finally, Section 2.3 de-
scribes the existing study on MLCC-NMT.

3Our test dataset and the codes are available at
https://github.com/K-T4N1/A-BenchmarkDataset-for-
ComplexityControllableNMT.git.

2.1. Text Simplification

Text simplification, which converts an input sentence
into a simplified sentence in the same language, has
been extensively studied in the field of NLP. Scarton
and Specia (2018) proposed an English sentence sim-
plification model in which a special token representing
the level of simplicity is added to an input sentence,
and Kato et al. (2020) proposed a BERT-based model in
which predicates in Japanese sentences are simplified.
Other models have been proposed for Spanish (Štajner
et al., 2015), Italian (Brunato et al., 2016), and Ger-
man (Klaper et al., 2013). Surya et al. (2019) proposed
an unsupervised text simplification model trained on
unlabeled English Wikipedia text.

2.2. Two-Level Complexity-Controllable
NMT

A 2LCC-NMT model is an NMT model that takes a
source language sentence and one of the two complex-
ity levels (i.e., “simple” and “complex”) as input and
then generates a target language sentence according to
the input complexity level. There have been numerous
models proposed for English-European language pairs.
Marchisio et al. (2019), for example, proposed a 2LCC-
NMT model between Spanish and English that includes
a decoder for each complexity level: a simple-decoder
and a complex-decoder.

Previous studies have attempted to build resources for
2LCC-MT because only small parallel corpora are
available for 2LCC-MT, unlike standard MT. In the
study by Maruyama and Yamamoto (2018), Japanese
sentences of the Tanaka corpus, which is an English-
Japanese parallel corpus, have been manually sim-
plified by students. Through crowdsourcing, Kat-
suta and Yamamoto (2018) have expanded the corpus
of Maruyama and Yamamoto (2018). As resources
for English-Japanese 2LCC-MT, these corpora provide
sets of triplets that include an English sentence, its
Japanese sentence, and the simplified Japanese sen-
tence. Marchisio et al. (2019) have extracted a set
of simple Spanish-English parallel sentences and a set
of difficult ones from the Newsela corpus by under-
sampling and oversampling, as a resource for Spanish-
English 2LCC-MT.

https://github.com/K-T4N1/A-BenchmarkDataset-for-ComplexityControllableNMT.git
https://github.com/K-T4N1/A-BenchmarkDataset-for-ComplexityControllableNMT.git
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Complexity English Sentence
8 However, she says that there are times when “you just need to get away.”
5 Yet she says that there are times when “you just need to get away.”
3 Still, Bopp says that there are times when “you just need to get away.”

12 The White House said the U.S. will suspend participation in preparatory meetings for
the G-8 economic summit planned.

7 The White House said the U.S. will stop participating in planning meetings for
the G-8 economic summit.

5 The White House said the U.S. will stop participating in meetings about the G-8 summit in
Russia.

Table 2: Examples of Proper Noun Insertion

Complexity English Sentence
12 A company called AquaBounty has been seeking for more than 20 years to win FDA

approval to bring a genetically modified fast-growing salmon to supermarkets.
9 A company called AquaBounty has been seeking for more than 20 years to win Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) approval to bring a genetically modified fast-growing salmon to
supermarkets.

7 A company called AquaBounty has been seeking for more than 20 years to win FDA
approval to bring a genetically modified fast-growing salmon to supermarkets.

12 So few Indians drink brewed coffee that virtually all its best crop is exported to countries
such as Italy, where the beans are used in name-brand espresso blends and sold at a huge markup.

9 There the beans are used in name-brand espresso blends and sold at a huge price increase.
7 There, the beans are used in name-brand espresso blends and sold for a huge price increase.

Table 3: Examples of Sentence Sets with Improper Complexity Levels

2.3. Multi-Level Complexity-Controllable
NMT

To the best of our knowledge, so far, MLCC-NMT has
been studied only by Agrawal and Carpuat (2019). The
details of their NMT models are described in Section
4.1. This section describes the dataset used in their
work.
Their dataset was derived from the Newsela corpus, in
which the Spanish articles correspond to sections of
the English articles. Each article is assigned a “grade
level,” which represents the article’s level of complex-
ity. The grade level value ranges from 2 to 12, with a
higher value indicating a more complex article.
English and Spanish sentences in the Newsela corpus
are not aligned across languages. Therefore, they used
Spanish-to-English MT and MASSAlign (Paetzold et
al., 2017), which is a tool to detect parallel sentences in
the same language, to create Spanish-English parallel
sentences for diverse complexity levels (i.e., a dataset
for MLCC-MT between English and Spanish). The
creation procedure is as follows:

Step 1 translates Spanish articles into English by using
Google Translate.4

Step 2 aligns sentences of English articles in the

4https://translate.google.com/

Newsela corpus and the translated English sen-
tences by using MASSAlign.

Step 3 groups the aligned sentences, where the trans-
lated English sentences are replaced with their
original Spanish sentences. The complexity level
of each sentence is set to the grade level of the
article to which the sentence belongs.

Agrawal and Carpuat (2019) used an automatically
generated dataset to train and evaluate their MLCC-
NMT models, but the datasets have three flaws.

Problem 1. Incorrect translation pairs: A source
language sentence and its target language sentence
are not necessarily an exact translation pair be-
cause they are automatically detected.

Problem 2. Difference of granularity of informa-
tion among target language sentences with dif-
ferent complexity levels: A target language sen-
tence and its simplified target language sentence
are not always perfectly parallel since they are au-
tomatically aligned. Inserting specific contents,
such as proper nouns, into a simpler sentence, for
example, is problematic because it is difficult to
generate new contents when controlling the com-
plexity level. Table 2 shows examples of the inser-
tion of proper nouns with bold fonts. The proper

https://translate.google.com/
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nouns appear in the low complexity sentences, al-
though they do not appear in the high complexity
sentences.

Problem 3. Incorrect sentence-level complexity: A
sentence-level complexity is not necessarily ap-
propriate because an article-level complexity (i.e.,
grade level in the Newsela corpus) is tagged as a
sentence-level complexity. The complexity of a
sentence dose not correspond to the grade level
of an article. For example, even if the grade lev-
els attached as sentence-level complexities differ,
the sentences could be identical, or the difference
could be only symbols. Table 3 shows examples
of sentences with incorrect complexity levels. The
bold sentences are exactly or almost the same;
however, different complexity levels are assigned
to them.

When the dataset is used as training data, the problems
described above may have little impact; however, when
used as test data, these problems cannot be ignored ow-
ing to their interference with the accurate evaluation of
model performance. In this study, we solve the three
problems listed above to create a test dataset for more
accurately evaluating MLCC-MT.

3. Benchmark Test Dataset
This section explains the procedure for creating our
benchmark test dataset for MLCC-MT and the de-
tails of the created test dataset. This study focuses on
Japanese-to-English MLCC-MT, and our test dataset
includes triplets of a Japanese sentence (a source lan-
guage sentence) and its counterpart English sentences
(target language sentences) written at three or more
complexity levels. Note that our test dataset does not
contain inappropriate instances shown in Tables 2 and
3.
Section 3.1 discusses the selection of the source cor-
pus for our test dataset, and Section 3.2 describes the
details of the proposed procedure for creating our test
dataset. Further, in Section 3.3, we will discuss why
the automatic filtering process introduced in the pro-
posed procedure is necessary to improve the quality of
our test dataset.

3.1. Selection of Source Corpus
The Newsela corpus was used to create our test dataset.
This section explains the reason for selecting the
Newsela corpus as the source for our test dataset.
A test dataset for MLCC-MT should comprise the
triplets of a source language sentence and its target lan-
guage sentences written at three or more complexity
levels. There are two possible approaches to construct-
ing such a dataset based on existing corpora: one is to
translate sentences of an existing monolingual simpli-
fication corpus with multiple references, and the other
is to simplify target language sentences of a bilingual
parallel corpus at multiple levels. The former approach

translates one sentence from an existing corpus to gen-
erate one test instance. The latter approach, in con-
trast, requires the creation of two or more new sen-
tences written at different complexity levels for one
test instance, which is more costly than the former ap-
proach. Therefore, in this study, we adopted the former
approach, i.e., translation of an existing monolingual
simplification corpus with multiple references.
Furthermore, there are crowdsourced monolingual sim-
plification corpora, apart from the Newsela corpus,
with multiple references, such as the Turk Corpus (Xu
et al., 2016) and ASSET Corpus (Alva-Manchego et
al., 2020). We selected the Newsela corpus as the
source corpus for the following reasons. Since the
Newsela corpus was created by professionals who write
news articles rather than by crowdsourcing, the sim-
plified texts of the Newsela corpus may be of higher
quality and reliability than those of the other corpora.
The Newsela corpus is larger than the other corpora.
The multiple references of the corpora other than the
Newsela corpus do not have a complexity level; and
therefore, they are not straightforwardly converted into
a dataset with multiple complexity levels.

3.2. Proposed Creation Procedure
The following two steps are used to create our test
dataset:

Step 1 generates the sets of English sentences with the
same content written at multiple complexity lev-
els.
1-1: Extraction of English aligned sentences from
the Newsela-auto corpus
1-2: Removal of inappropriate data by an auto-
matic filtering
1-3: Manual check

Step 2 translates English sentences into Japanese.

Step 1 creates English sentence groups with the same
content written at multiple complexity levels from En-
glish articles of the Newsela corpus. As in the previ-
ous study (Agrawal and Carpuat, 2019), we find such
groups based on automatically aligned English sen-
tence pairs. In particular, we use the Newsela-auto cor-
pus (Jiang et al., 2020). It consists of 813,972 pairs
of English sentences that appear Newsela articles of
various grade levels and are automatically aligned by
an aligner trained on the Newsela-manual dataset, a
corpus of manually aligned English sentences. It is
worth mentioning that the aligner used to generate the
Newsela-auto corpus has been revealed to achieve bet-
ter alignment performance than MASSAlign, used in
the previous study (Agrawal and Carpuat, 2019). We
create the sets of three or more aligned English sen-
tences from the Newsela-auto corpus since our aim is
to control multilevel (three or more level) complexities.
As a result of Step 1-1, we obtained 603,785 English
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# of Grade Levels 3 4 5
# of Instances 906 97 11

Percentage (%) 89.3 9.6 1.1

Table 4: The Number of Target-Side Grade Levels in a
Test Instance of Our Dataset

sentence sets.5

Since the sentence pairs in the Newsela-auto corpus are
automatically aligned, the English sentence sets, the re-
sults of Step 1-1, have the Problem 2 described in Sec-
tion 2.3 (i.e., the difference in granularity of informa-
tion between target language sentences with different
complexity levels). To address this issue, in Step 1-3,
we manually check the English sentence sets whether
new contents, such as proper nouns, do not pop up and
remove the sets where new content appears in a simpler
sentence.
In Step 1, as in the previous study, the complexity level
of each sentence is set to the grade level of the article
to which the sentence belongs. As a result, the Prob-
lem 3 (i.e., incorrect sentence-level complexity) (de-
scribed in Section 2.3) arises. To address the issues,
the proposed creation procedure includes an automatic
filtering (Step 1-2) and manual check (Step 1-3) to ob-
tain three or more English sentences written at different
levels of readability.
The automatic filtering in Step 1-2 removes sentence
pairs that are the same after symbols6 are removed as
well as sentence pairs where the grade level difference
is less than or equal to 1. The algorithm of automatic
filtering is depicted in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm,
edit distance indicates Levenshtein edit-distance.
The manual check in Step 1-3 confirms whether the
sentence with a higher complexity level is more com-
plex. We used the sets of three or more English sen-
tences after the filtering and manual check as the sets
of target language sentences.
In Step 2, for each English sentence set generated in
Step 1, the English sentence with the highest complex-
ity level (i.e., the most complex sentence) is manu-
ally translated into Japanese by professional transla-
tors from a translation company, and the Japanese sen-
tences are used as the source language sentences in our
test dataset. As a result, we created a dataset for eval-
uating Japanese-to-English MLCC-MT using the pro-
posed procedure, which consisted of 1,014 sets of a
Japanese sentence and its English counterpart (i.e., En-
glish sentences written at multiple complexity levels).
Figure 1 and Table 4 show the statistics of the grade
levels of our dataset’s target language sentences (i.e.,
English sentences). Table 5 describes the statistics of
the sentence lengths in our dataset. The length of a

5We identified aligned English sentences on the basis of
“paragraph index” and “sentence index within the paragraph”
attaced to the Newsela-auto corpus.

6“,”, “:”, “;”, “-” and etc.

Algorithm 1 Automatic Filtering to Remove Inappro-
priate Data

1: function MAKE CLEAN LIST(lines)
2: list← []
3: for all sent1, sent2← lines do
4: diff ← (sent1.level − sent2.level)
5: val ← edit distance(sent1, sent2)
6: if (val >= 1) and (diff >= 2) then
7: list← sent1, sent2
8: end if
9: end for

10: return list
11: end function

Figure 1: Target-Side Grade Levels in Our Dataset

Japanese sentence in Table 5 is the number of charac-
ters in the sentence, whereas the length of an English
sentence is the number of words in the sentence.

3.3. Discussion on Automatic Filtering
The proposed creation procedure introduces an auto-
matic filtering (Step 1-2) to improve the quality of our
test dataset. This section discusses the necessity of au-
tomatic filtering.
We examined inappropriate sets in which the complex-
ities of sentences with different grade levels do not
change for the English sentence sets before automatic
filtering (i.e., the sets simply based on the Newsela-
auto corpus). In particular, we sampled 100 sets at ran-
dom from the sets created by Step 1-1 and then assessed
whether complexities change in each sampled set.
As a result, suitable sets consisting of sentences with
different complexities are only 37 sets, and the remain-
ing 63 sets contain inappropriate sentence pairs where
the complexities are the same even though the attached
complexity levels (i.e., grade levels) are different. For
example, the only difference between some inappro-
priate sentence pairs is difference in symbols. Such
data should be excluded from a test dataset since they
disturb accurate evaluation of complexity controlling
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Japanese English
Minimum Length 11 3
Maximum Length 188 71
Average Length 55.6 18.7

Table 5: Statistics of Sentence Length in Our Dataset

the performance of an MT model. However, manually
removing them is impractical since they account for
about 60% of the total, resulting in time-consuming and
costly labor. Therefore, our filtering process, which can
automatically remove such inappropriate data, should
be useful.

4. Benchmark Experiments
In this section, we use a Transformer architecture
to implement two MLCC-NMT frameworks, pipeline
framework and multi-task framework, proposed in the
previous study (Agrawal and Carpuat, 2019), and eval-
uate their performance on our test data to serve as
baselines for future MLCC-MT research. Our mod-
els’ implementation is based on Fairseq (Ott et al.,
2019).7 Note that while the previous study used LSTM-
based sequence-to-sequence models (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) in both frameworks, we used Transformer mod-
els (Vaswani et al., 2017), which have recently become
the de facto standard for various NLP tasks, including
MT and text simplification. It should also be noted that
while the Newsela corpus’ original Spanish and En-
glish sentences can be used as training data for MT be-
tween Spanish and English, as studied previously, the
Newsela corpus does not contain Japanese sentences,
which are required for training of Japanese-to-English
MT.

4.1. Benchmark Models
4.1.1. Pipeline Model
The pipeline model is a sequential combination model
of an MT model and a multilevel simplification model.
While Agrawal and Capuat (2019) implemented two
pipeline models, one that first translates and then sim-
plifies an input (“Translate-then-Simplify”) and the
other that first simplifies and then translates an in-
put (“Simplify-then-Translate”), we only implement
and evaluate the Translate-then-Simplify model be-
cause previous work has shown that the Translate-
then-Simplify model outperforms the Simplify-then-
Translate model, and moreover, it is not straightforward
to create training data for a Japanese multilevel simpli-
fication model from the Newsela corpus. Our pipeline
model is depicted in Figure 2.
We used the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017)
both for a Japanese-to-English NMT model and an En-
glish multilevel simplification model.
Our Japanese-to-English NMT model follows Kiy-
ono et al. (2020)’s Japanese-to-English NMT model,

7https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

Figure 2: Overview of Our Pipeline Model

which has achieved state-of-the-art performance on the
WMT’20 Japanese-to-English news translation task.
We used the JParaCrawl (Morishita et al., 2020) and
News Commentary datasets as the training data. Note
that we applied language identification filtering to the
training data using langid,8 keeping only the sentence
pairs where the source language is Japanese and the
target language is English. As a result, 9.7M sentence
pairs were used in training. Trucasing was performed
on only English sentences, and SentencePiece (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018) was used for subword segmen-
tation, with the subword size set to 32,000. Table 6
shows the other experimental settings for our Japanese-
to-English NMT model.
According to Scarton and Specia (2018), our En-
glish multilevel simplification model is a sequence-to-
sequence model that converts the token sequence of an
input English sentence with a special token represent-
ing a target complexity level into an English sentence at
that level. We used 150K data randomly sampled from
the Newsela-auto corpus as the training data. Note
that we removed the data existed in our test dataset.
We also used clean-corpus-n.perl9 to remove sentences
with more than 100 words and sentence pairs with a
source/target length ratio greater than 2.0. FastBPE10

was used for subword segmentation, with the subword
size set to 8,000. Table 6 shows the other experimen-
tal settings for our English multilevel simplification
model.

4.1.2. Multi-task Model
The multi-task framework trains one encoder-decoder
model based on the three losses: the loss for con-
ventional MT (LMT ), the loss for text simplification
(LSimplify), and the loss for complexity-controllable
MT (LCMT ). The loss function of the multi-task model
(loss) is as follows:

loss = LMT + LSimplify + LCMT , (1)

LMT =
∑

(si,so)∈DMT

logP (so|si; θ), (2)

LSimplify =
∑

(so,co′ ,so′ )∈DS

logP (so′ |so, co′ ; θ), (3)

8https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
9https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder.git

10https://github.com/glample/fastBPE.git

https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder.git
https://github.com/glample/fastBPE.git
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Pipeline Model Multi-Task ModelNMT Model Simplification Model
arch transformer transformer transformer

share-decoder-
input-output-embed True True True

activation-fn relu relu relu
optimizer adam adam adam

adam-betas ’(0.9, 0.98)’ ’(0.9, 0.98)’ ’(0.9, 0.98)’
clip-norm 1.0 0.0 1.0

lr 7e-4 7e-4 5e-4
lr-scheduler inverse sqrt inverse sqrt inverse sqrt

warmup-updates 4000 4000 4000
warmup-init-lr 1e-7 1e-7 1e-7
weight-decay 0.0001 0.0001 1e-5

dropout 0.3 0.1 0.1

criterion
label smoothed

cross entropy
label smoothed

cross entropy
label smoothed

cross entropy
label-smoothing 0.1 0.1 0.1

max-tokens 40000 80000 4096
patience - - 5

fp 16 True True True
max-epoch 100 100 100,000,000

Table 6: Experimental Settings with Fairseq

LCMT =
∑

(si,co′ ,so′ )∈DCMT

logP (so′ |si, co′ ; θ), (4)

where θ，si，so，so′ , and co′ are the shared parame-
ters of the model, a source language sentence, a target
language sentence, a simplified sentence of so, and the
complexity of so′ , respectively．For each set of aligned
English sentences in the Newsela-auto corpus, we used
the English-to-Japanese Google Translate to translate
English sentence with the highest complexity level, and
then built triplets of the translated Japanese sentence,
an English sentence with a lower complexity level than
the highest one, and its complexity level. Note that we
excluded the data that existed in our test dataset. We
used 200K triplets randomly sampled from the con-
structed triplets as DCMT . We used the 200K triplets
where translated Japanese sentences of DCMT are re-
placed with their original English sentences, as DS . We
used 3,000K Japanese-English translation pairs ran-
domly sampled from the JParaCrawl dataset as DMT .
Moreover, the preprocessing for each training dataset
is the same as in the pipeline model. Table 6 shows the
experimental settings for our multi-task model.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics
Following Agrawal and Carpuat (2019), we used
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and SARI (Xu et al.,
2016) as evaluation metrics. Following Nishihara
et al. (2019) and Scarton et al. (2018), we also re-
port MAEfkgl, which is the absolute mean error be-
tween a target complexity level (reference) and FKGL
(Kincaid et al., 1975) computed from the set of sen-

tences with the same target complexity level. We used
EASSE11 (Alva-Manchego et al., 2019) to compute
these scores.
When computing SARI scores, three types of sentences
in the same language are required (i.e., an input sen-
tence, its simplified sentence, and its reference sen-
tence), but the existing test dataset does not always
provide a complexity-uncontrolled target language sen-
tence that should be used as an input sentence for com-
puting SARI. Agrawal and Carpuat (2019) used the
target language sentence translated from a source lan-
guage sentence by MT, as an input sentence for com-
puting SARI. This evaluation assumes that MT perfor-
mance is high enough, but actual MT outputs contain
many errors. As a result, the SARI scores reported in
the previous study cannot accurately assess the simpli-
fication performance of MLCC-MT.
In contrast, the English sentence with the highest com-
plexity level in our test dataset corresponds to the
source language sentence. Therefore, by using the En-
glish sentence with the highest complexity level as an
input sentence for SARI calculation, our SARI scores
do not depend on MT performance and can accurately
measure simplification performance.

4.3. Results
Table 7 shows the performance of our pipeline model
and our multi-task model described in Section 4.1, and
Table 8 indicates AEfkgl, the absolute error between
a target complexity level and FKGL, for each target

11https://github.com/feralvam/easse

https://github.com/feralvam/easse
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Model BLEU SARI MAEfkgl

Pipeline 15.12 23.89 2.084
Multi-Task 20.17 26.78 0.600

Table 7: Performance of Our Pipeline Model and
Multi-Task Model

Target Pipeline Multi-task Simplification
Complexity Part of Pipeline

2 2.647 0.945 2.474
3 2.205 0.569 1.628
4 2.600 0.257 2.357
5 2.463 0.158 2.365
6 2.442 0.455 1.940
7 1.543 0.194 1.157
8 0.295 0.272 0.037
9 0.006 0.166 0.558

10 3.161 1.212 2.347
12 3.477 1.767 3.841

Table 8: AEfkgl for Each Target Complexity Level

complexity level. Table 9 and Table 10 show the per-
formance of the NMT model and the multilevel sim-
plification model on our test dataset, respectively, for
the pipeline model. On the most complex Japanese-
English sentences, the performance of an NMT model
was evaluated. We also report the performance of
Japanese-to-English Google Translate on our dataset
for comparison. We used a reference English sentence
with the highest complexity level as an input and mea-
sured the simplification performance at other complex-
ity levels when evaluating the performance of multi-
level simplification model. Table 7 demonstrates that
the multi-task model outperforms the pipeline model
in terms of BLEU and SARI, which is consistent with
the previously reported results (Agrawal and Carpuat,
2019). Table 7 and Table 8 show that MAEfkgl and al-
most all AEfkgl of the multi-task model are smaller than
those of the pipeline model, which also supports the ob-
servation that the multi-task model more properly con-
trols the complexity of a target language sentence.

5. Conclusion
We created a new benchmark test dataset for Japanese-
to-English MLCC-MT. The proposed creation method
includes automatic filtering of data with inappropri-
ate sentence-level complexity, manual check for paral-
lel target language sentences with different complex-
ity levels, and manual translation to make our test
dataset more appropriate than existing test datasets.
We also implemented two Transformer-based MLCC-
NMT models, a pipeline model and a multi-task model,
and evaluated their performance on our test dataset,
which can be used as benchmark performance for fu-
ture research.

BLEU
NMT of our Pipeline Model 17.51

Google Translate 13.45

Table 9: Performance of NMT Part of Our Pipeline
Model

BLEU SARI MAEfkgl

68.40 37.55 1.870

Table 10: Performance of Simplification Part of Our
Pipeline Model

In future work, we would like to increase the size of our
dataset and create a multi-lingual dataset for MLCC-
MT.
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